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ABSTRACT

Alt, Lucile Backus, M.A.

August, 1976

Interpersonal Communication

A Study to Determine Elements of Restricted Code Development
Through Time in Small Group Discussions (69 pp.)
Director:

Wesley N. Shellen

The basic purpose of the present study was to examine the
question of whether a relationship existed between linguis
tic code usage and small group development as small groups
move through time. Four hypotheses were formulated to address
the problem. The hypotheses were stated as operationalized
forms of elements of restricted coding as defined by Basil
Bernstein, noted British sociologist. The hypotheses were:
H^: There will be significantly more "function tags" seek
ing agreement in the last 100 acts of group interaction than
in the first 100 acts.
HjJ There will be significantly fewer uses of the per
sonal pronoun "I" and the impersonal pronouns "it" and "one"
in the last 100 acts of the group interaction than in the
first 100 acts.
HgJ The Type Token Ratio will show significantly less
language diversity in the last 300 words of the group in
teraction than in the first 300 words.
H^t There will be significantly fewer grammatically com
plete acts in the last 100 acts of group interaction than
in the first 100 acts.
Sixty-four college students randomly assigned to 12 zero
history groups furnished the data for evaluating significance
of the relationship under investigation. Each group made
tape recordings of two separate discussion sessions during
scheduled clsss time. A two week time interval separated the
discussions. Coders working independently recorded the <£hta
for interpretation.
None of the hypotheses were supported by the data.
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Basically, all social assumptions must manifest themselves in the
form taken by social relationships in the context of interaction and
in the structure of communication.
..
(Basil Bernstein, 1973, p. 219).
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The purpose of this study was to determine whether elements
of restricted coding develop over time in small group interaction.
The term "restricted coding" came from the writings of the British
sociologist, Basil Bernstein (1966).

Bernstein identified two codes

of language, "restricted code" and "elaborated code" manifested by
speech produced under somewhat differing social conditions.

As ori

ginally conceived, the theory was demonstrated by users of the codes
drawn from "working class" and "middle class" strata of British soc
iety.

The working class groups represented restricted code users.

They used speech which emphasized similarities among members as part
of a common culture.
code users.

The middle class groups represented elaborated

They used speech which emphasized individual differences

in thought which needed careful attention to word choice to make the
structure of their meaning clear to others.
Once the characteristics of the codes were identified, Bern
stein and others found restricted codes were used in family relation
ships where the family group communication was emphasized before the
ideas of individual family members.

The elaborated code was used by

family associations which stressed individual uniqueness of expressions

of ideas regardless of social class.

Restricted code usage was es

tablished as more predictable than the elaborated code usage.
Extending the definition of family to mean "social group"
allowed the theory to evolve to its present state of having identi
fied restricted code users as members of various established groups
such as peer groups or work groups.
Theorists, among them Sapir (1949), Gumperz and Hymes (1972),
Labov (1966), Ervin-Tripp (1969, 1972), have suggested that the ex
istence of restricted code usage in small groups of long standing
such as military groups, fraternal orders, married couples, may be
due to a mutual feeling of less need for verbal elaboration than when
the group was created.

As members of groups became better acquainted

with each other, the familiarity increased predictability of response
from other group members which precluded the necessity for verbal
elaboration when they communicated.
Gaske (1975) has suggested observing groups to determine
whether language develops toward restricted coding and whether the
code development shows some form of orderly movement similar to the
phase progression of groups moving toward consensus (Bales, 1951).
The present study predicted changes in the use of language in zero
history small groups moving through time.

The language will shift

from showing uncertainty characteristic of the elaborated code to
informal speech characteristic of the restricted code.
The remainder of this chapter will present a statement of
the problem, a statement of the hypotheses, and definitions. The
statement of the problem will include (1)

the sociological base for
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Bernstein's theory of codes, (2)

the major contrasts in general char

acteristics of the two basic codes, (3)
of group use of restricted coding.

the specific characteristics

The statement of the hypotheses

will be followed by an explanation of their individual relationship
to the specific characteristics of group use of restricted coding as
examined in the present study.

Background of the Problem

Sociological Base for Bernstein's Theory of Codes
The sociological base of Bernstein's theory of codes is undeni
able, although the codes are referred to as linguistic codes.

Rather

than arguing that language imposed constraints on social structure
as do linguists such as Whorf, Bernstein (1959) explained:

One examines the language use and infers social
and psychological behavior, but the latter de
termines the former— for the semantic function
of a language is the social structure.
(in 1974, p. 54).

When Bernstein first published his theory (1958) he credited
Durkheim's (1947) discussions of societal complexity resulting from
the division of labor and more job specification as the idea source.
Bernstein saw the class distinctions resulting in two basically sep
arate orientations toward experiences which he called codes.

Empha

sizing the theoretical nature of his ideas he has stated that, "Codes
are not directly observable, only speech varients" (Bernstein, 1971,
p. 16).

Presence of the two basic codes has been verified by empir

ical studies done in Great Britain by Bernstein himself and his staff
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of the Sociological Research Unit of the London Institute of Educa
tion (e.g. Bernstein, ed. 1971, 1973, 1975); in the U. S', (e.g. Labov,
1966, 1970;

Petterson, 1970); in Australia (e.g. Williams and Nare-

more, 1969; Poole, 1974).
Sociolinguists, among them Ervin-Tripp (1969), Gumperz
(1972), Hymes (1967, 1974), have found application beyond the con
fines of family and class.

Bernstein, recognizing its wider implica

tions, stated (1969):

Looking back, I think I would have created less mis
understanding if I had written about socio-linguistic codes rather than linguistic codes. I should
point out that nearly all the empirical planning was
directed to trying to find out the code realization
in different contexts. . . . The general sociolinguistic thesis attempts to explore how symbolic sys
tems are both realizations and regulators of social
relationships. The particular symbolic system is
that of speech not of language (pp. 70-71).

General Characteristics of Codes
As elaborated and restricted codes found expression in
speech, certain situational factors were found to be stronger deter
minants of coding processes than social class identification.
Bernstein’s (1966) words:
to social class.

In

"Restricted codes are not necessarily linked

They are used at times by all members of a society"

(p. 256).
There are three situational factors reflected in speech code
variants.

One of the situational factors is "positional" or "person

al" patterns of relationships which will show differences in signif
icance of verbal speech to communicate meaning.

A second situational

factor reflected in speech code variants is the use of "then" or
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"now" planning procedures for speech choices.

The third situational

factor reflected in speech code variants is context dependence or
context independence showing presence or absence of a common culture
basis for reciprocal interaction between speech and situation.

Since

the present study is more concerned with restricted code recognition
than with elaborated code recognition, the ensuing discussion of these
factors will emphasize their relationship to restricted codes.

Un

derstanding these factors is an aid to understanding the predictabil
ity potential for restricted code forms as contrasted with little pre
dictability potential for elaborated code forms.
Positional constraints show in communication which emphasizes
recognizing or maintaining a place within a relationship.

Rather

than emphasis on verbalizing ideas to show individuality, positional
dominated communication tests the socio-emotional climate of the re
lationship by a combination of verbal and non-verbal clues to meaning.
New meanings frequently flow through non-verbal channels encouraging
*

less attention to verbal choice to make participants' meanings clear
than might be necessary in other relationships,

Bernstein (1972)

says, "Restricted codes should be considered status or positional
codes" (p. 477).

Elaborated code usage, on the other hand, emphasizes

careful verbal choices of both vocabulary and grammatical structure
to make individual meaning unmistakably clear.

The positional aspect

of restricted coding should appear in a developing small group rela
tionship as verbal speech reinforcement of other speakers begins to
show a speaker's desire to maintain or enhance feelings of group iden
tity.
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A second contrast between codes conditioned by situational
factors is evidence of "then" or "now" verbal planning. 'The more
informal the relationship and the longer the relationship has existed,
the more often "then" planning is likely to be present.

"Then"

planning results in use of "preformulated expressions such as greet
ings, sayings, commonplaces" (Bernstein, 1972, p. 468).

This pre

cludes wide vocabulary variety to make specific meaning clear, although
Bernstein (1966a) stated that narrow selection of word range did not,
in itself, demonstrate the presence of restricted coding.

Although

restricted coding takes less planning time, there is not necessarily
less quantity of speech (Bernstein, 1972).

The words that are used

"tend to symbolize the normative arrangements of the group.

Social

symbols are created which are reinforced in the speaking" (Bernstein,
1964, p. 251).

Dr. Goldman-Eisler found "now" planning to be associ

ated with elaborated code forms through hesitation time studies.

The

"then" planning feature of narrow word range contributes, in part,
to predicting restricted code usage.

The "then" planning character

istic of restricted coding should appear in a developing small group
relationship as language becomes more compact and informal expressions
which do not require grammatical completeness appear as acceptable
communication with meaning.
The third and last situational factor influencing choice of
basic codes to use in speech appears in context dependent or context
independent speech.

Contrasts of the two basic codes in context de

pendence are summarized by noting restricted coding is context depen
dent and elaborated coding is context independent (Bernstein, 1971,
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p. 15).

Most significant to the present were the context controls

which allowed the context dependency of restricted codes, especially
in small groups (Bernstein, 1972).

A restricted code will arise where the form of
the social relation is based upon closely shared
identifications, upon an extensive range of shared
expectations, upon a range of common assumptions.
Thus a restricted code emerges where the culture or
the subculture raises the "we" above the "I." Such
codes will emerge as both controls and transmitters
of the culture in such diverse groups as prisoners,
the peer groups of adolescents, army, friends of long
standing, between husband and wife. (pp. 476-77)

This aspect should appear in small group development because groups
frequently begin and continue where there were similarities in back
ground, or where cohesion was present.
In summarizing the general characteristics of codes as in
fluenced by situational factors, we found restricted codes were sub
ject to positional constraints, "then" coding choices, and context
dependency.

These factors enhanced predictability of syntax and of

word choices, the elements of which will be discussed next.

Specific Characteristics of Restricted Code Forms
The characteristics of restricted coding as displayed by
groups and listed by Bernstein (1966a) formed the bases for the de
pendent variables of the present study.

They were summarized as follows:

1. An observer would feel he was eavesdropping.
He would have trouble at first understanding because
the speech would be fast, fluent, relatively un
paused.
2.

Content concrete rather than abstract but re-
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quiring sequences like "•— wouldn#t it?" to bridge
points of uncertainty or to reassure the speaker
through group reinforcement.
3. Sequences are relatively impersonal using
a reduced number of qualifiers; simple verb stems
limited to active voice; increase in group-oriented
pronouns, e.g. more "we," "you," "they" and less of
the self-reference "I," no lessening of quantity.
4. Vitality of conversation uses non-verbal ele
ments for new information.
5. Speech sequences are disjointed-disjunctive;
logical gaps occur in flow of meaning; meanings are
strung together with little organization.

The operationalization of these five characteristics con
stituted the direct background for data gathering and for measurement
procedures for the present study.

Statement of Research Question and Hypotheses

The theory of codes as proposed by Bernstein and supported
by his research, by that of his colleagues, and by literature from
communication research on small groups has led to the basic question
for this study:

Is there a relationship between linguistic code
usage and group development as small groups move
through time?

In attempting to answer this question, the following hypotheses
were formulated:
Hj*

There will be significantly

more "function tags" seek

ing agreement in the last 100 acts of group interaction than in the
first 100 acts.

Hj*

There will be significantly fewer uses of the personal

pronoun "I” and the impersonal pronouns "it" and "one” in the last
100 acts of the group interaction than in the first 100 acts.
Hj»

The Type Token Ratio will show significantly less language

diversity in the last 300 words of the group interaction than in the
first 300 words.
There will be significantly fewer grammatically complete
acts in the last 100 acts of group interaction than in the first 100
acts.
The following four paragraphs explain the direct relationship
of each hypothesis to the above summary of Bernstein's application of
restricted coding to group communication systems.
Hypothesis 1, predicting the appearance of significantly more
"function tags" seeking agreement over time operationalized the felt
necessity for group reinforcement.

A function tag seeking agreement

is a phrase added to the close of any act to seek group or individual
concurrence with the idea just expressed in a typescript.
Hypothesis 2, predicting less use of the self-reference pro
noun "i," and of "it" and "one," operationalized the statement relating
to parts of speech.

Choice of the pronoun count was based on con

sistent findings in the literature that restricted coding showed les
sening of self reference pronoun use.

"It" and "one" were two other

pronouns named by Bernstein (1961) as associated strongly with elabor
ated coding.
Hypothesis 3, predicting a small ratio of types (different
words) to tokens (total words), from equal sized samples operational
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ized two of the statements.

As non-verbal elements grew in signifi

cance along with relational communication, word choice became less
significant, and social reinforcement frequently through word repeti
tion began, which increased the ratio of types to the number of tok
ens.

Bernstein (1966a) has warned that word diversity by itself, how

ever, was not a sufficient indicator of restricted coding.

It had

further value in the present study as a probable operationalization
of the statement that restricted coding in groups used a reduced num
ber of qualifiers, and simple verb stems as well as the pronouns al
ready covered by Hypothesis 3.

Uses of pronouns at the expense of

new nouns lessened the possibility of more qualifiers.

Including ’’have"

"has” in the total word samples whether used as parts of verbs or as
main predicating verbs operationalized this statement also.
Hypothesis 4, predicting a reduction in grammatically
complete constructions, operationalized the statement that speech
sequences will be disjointed-disjunctive with logical gaps in the
flow of meaning and meaning strung together with little organization.
The definition of "complete acts" for those counting them emphasized
looking for continuity of meaning rather than grammatical correctness
in identifying completeness.

An act was defined for purposes of this

study as a single statement, a phrase, a single word in a typescript
punctuated as a single grammatical unit.
The objective operationalization of the characteristics
of groups exhibiting code usage will, it is hoped, show development
of elements of restricted coding as small groups move from zero his
tory through time.
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In summary, Chapter I has presented an introduction to
Bernstein's theory of restricted and elaborated codes as the theoret
ical basis for the present study, a statement of the problem showing
general situational factors affecting choice of basic code for ver
bal use and predictability of code presence.

Specific characteris

tics of restricted coding as practiced by groups was related to oper
ationalization of those characteristics by the dependent variables of
the present study.

Finally, operational definitions of important

terras were included to aid understanding of consistent application of
these terms for purposes of this study.
Chapter II will contain a review of background literature
pertinent to the present study.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter will review literature showing the development
of Bernstein's theory of codes, verbal characteristics of the codes,
and relational development in small groups.

Restricted and Elaborated Codes

Bernstein's early research to establish his theory of two
basic linguistic codes was allied with social class in Great Britain
as he sought extreme examples of established-code usage.

Bernstein's

first subjects were 106 boys, average age 16, separated for testing
purposes into lower and middle class groups (61— 45 respectively).
They were divided on the bases of education and of income.

He found

support for the hypothesis that lower class boys would rate lower on
verbal IQ tests and higher on non-verbal tests than their middle class
counterparts (Bernstein, 1958).
Examples of how language translated into the code forms came
from two stories constructed by Peter Hawkins.

They were a result

of his experiment with five year old children to show the contrasts
of speech choice, and they illustrated the two basic codes as quoted
in Bernstein (1971)t

(1)
Three boys are playing football and one boy
kicks the ball and it goes through the window and the
boys are looking at it and a man comes out and shouts
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at them because they've broken the window so they run
away and then that lady looks out of her window and
she tells the boys off.
(2)
They're playing football and he kicks it and
it goes through there it breaks the window and
they're looking at it and he comes out and shouts
at them because they've broken it so they run away and
then she looks out and she tells them off (p. 178).

Each of these stories was constructed from directions asking
children to make up a story that fits a four-picture sequence depic
ted in the story words they chose.

The first version fit the expres

sions by the middle class group representing the elaborated code
users.

The second version fit the expressions used by the restricted

code working class group. Although the stories were composite forms
representing contributions for a group, they were consistent in show
ing contrasts of vocabulary choice, use of more nouns, and more recog
nizable sentence forms than the restricted code users who demonstrated
the use of a large number of pronouns and disjointed sentence form
in oral discourse.
Nevertheless, Bernstein soon repudiated the idea that "lower
class" and "middle class" were accurate terms to use as exhibiting
in their members any "one to one" relationship between class and code
(Bernstein, 1961)*

With this in mind, we may dispense with social
class concepts and refer to types of spoken lan
guage and the behavior sustained by them. Oper
ationally, it is more accurate to use the linguistic
form to distinguish the groups rather than a partic
ular class affiliation (p* 168).

After rejecting the class labels and the evaluative connota
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tlons of class related terms, Bernstein adopted "family types” as
foundations for restricted or elaborated codes, stating (Bernstein,
1961)8

It was further possible to distinguish both codes
within the middle-class and the working class ac
cording to the type of family and to relate the in
cidence and change of the types to the more macroinstitutional features of the society (p. 224).

Extensive studies by Bernstein and his associates showed
the influence of mothers representing family types characterized as
"positional” or "personal” regardless of social class.

Those from

"positional” families exhibited characteristics attributed to restricted
code users.

Those from "personal” oriented families exhibited char

acteristics associated with elaborated code users.

This was true of

the mothers and of the children at pre-school and in socialization
toward the schools in which they were enrolled.

Restricted code

users used emotional language and expressed ideas in categorical state
ments rather than in verbally detailed explanations as mothers, and
these characteristics carried over into children’s language prac
tices (Bernstein and Young, 1967} Bernstein and Henderson, 1969; Hen
derson, 1971; Cook, 1972} Robinson, 1973).
Pettersen (1970), using recordings of conversations of moth
ers and teenage sons, in Michigan, found support for the position
that a teenager's use of language code forms would be more closely
related to his mother's pattern than to his peers' speech choices.
Nash and Calonico (1973) applied Bernstein's suggestion that
family types might be extended to include other groups to a study of
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college students and their families.

They concluded that, "Family

then is not conceived as the focus of the theory.

Rather position

in the structural unit of the family is conceived as a societal type
which allows for multi-source linguistic input” (p. 90).
In 1970 Bernstein had defined four key groups in socializa
tion which controls language performance:

family, peer groups, work

groups, and school groups.
Using school groups, Trenholm (1973) classified 123 male
sixth grade students in Denver schools as elaborated or restricted
coders.

Although she found support for a hypothesis that restricted

code users would prefer aggression to verbalization in solving peer
conflicts, she failed to find support for a hypothesis linking social
class with aggression.

This finding strengthened the position that

code is not of necessity linked to class.
Powers (1975) avoided any appearance of social class rela
tionship in testing Bernstein's theory of codes with student subjects
at Stephen F. Austin State University in Texas.

Reasoning that fresh

men would be eager to experience a sense of belonging to an identi
fiable group, Powers tested 40 of them as restricted coders.

At

the same time, reasoning that seniors were ready to assert individual
ity, Powers tested 40 of them as elaborated coders.

He applied the

mathematical formula for entropy to results of Cloze testing using
the same material for both groups.

He failed to find support for a

hypothesis that there would be less lexical diversity by the fresh
man subjects.

As a second phase of the study he hypothesized that

women would show evidence of being restricted coders by showing less
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lexical diversity than male subjects.

That hypothesis was supported.

Gumperz* (1972) summary of Bernstein*s concepts of code
theory is paraphrased as follows*

since codes are idealized concepts,

it would be more appropriate to speak of coding; context is a major
control of syntax and of word choice; codes are not distinguished by
evaluative criteria; code distinctions do not indicate wholly rigid
patterns of linguistic habits.
Thus, the literature has shown that elaborated and restricted
codes are not necessarily associated with social class.

It seemed

to suggest that restricted codes were in evidence in strong group
associations.

Elaborated code users tended to stress individualized

verbal expression of ideas.

The present study sought to observe

the emergence of restricted coding elements within zero history groups
as the groups develop associative bonds through time.

Verbal Elements of Elaborated and Restricted Codes

Verbal elements of elaborated codes were very difficult to
predict.

The elaborated code user saw words as objectifying mean

ings, therefore he sought alternatives of vocabulary and of sentence
structure to extend his ability to produce exact meanings verbally.
The restricted code user, more conscious of communication as a com
bination of verbal and non-verbal elements, acknowledged the situa
tional constraints through verbal choices.
eode were probably non-existent.

"Pure" forms of either

Bernstein (1971) observed in dis

cussing verbal forms of restricted codes that, "It is suggested that
what is found empirically is an orientation to this form of language
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use which is conditioned by socially induced preferences" (p. 50).
The first hypothesis of the present study has predicted that
associated bonds created within groups will show in requests for re
inforcement of ideas of sentiments.

These have been called by various

names— sociocentric sequences, sympathetic circularity, tag ques
tions, or as in the case of the present study, function tags seek
ing agreement.

The choice of function tag seeking agreement

was

made to emphasize the emotional nature of the requests even though
its form and placement made it fairly obvious in typescripts.

In

the vocal interchanges it was almost unmistakable because of the pause
normally associated with sentence close followed by the short phrase
with a rising inflection.
Bernstein (1962) examined an 1800 word sample from group
discussions of five small groups of 18 year old males to determine
lexical and grammatical features of the code usages.

He found that,

in general, the restricted code users showed a significantly higher
proportion of total pronouns and of selected personal pronouns, and
also of sociometric sequences (exemplified by tag questions such as
"— should we?") terminal sequences seeking group reinforcement, than
did elaborated code users.

Lawton (1973) replicated the experiment

using four groups of five boys each.
steins restricted code usage.

He found confirmation of Bern

He further reported that elaborated

code users showed more lexical variety of adverb and adjective usage.
Turner and Pickvance (1971) using 150 subjects who were five
years of age found clear use of egocentric sequences (e.g. ".I think")
by elaborated code oriented children but failed to find sociocentric
sequences significantly present in restricted code oriented children.
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Cook (1972) reported finding that mothers from families showing re
stricted code usage demonstrated significant use of sociocentric
sequences.

Her findings were based on interviews with 236 mothers.

Robinson (1973) after establishing a communication index to show
where children's answers come from, also presented tables to show
that both sociocentric sequences and indefinite noun groupings were
evidences of restricted codes.
Thus, Hypothesis 1 of the present study has predicted a sig
nificantly greater number of sociocentric sequences as the group
interactions occur through time.
Besides the sociocentric occurrences, Bernstein and Lawton
have also reported significance in the use of pronouns as a verbal
characteristic of restricted code usage.

Hypothesis 2 explored the

lessening of the amount of self reference pronouns and of singular
forms of "it" and "one" when representing somewhat indefinite ante
cedents.

Moving toward the emergence of "we" over "I” has been

interpreted as lessening of appearance of "I," "it" and "one."
Hawkins (1969) found that restricted code oriented children
used a significantly larger number of pronouns than did elaborated
code oriented children.

He also reported finding that larger num

bers of pronoun usage included more indefinite pronoun forms including
"they" and "you" with vague personal attachment.

Elaborated code .

oriented children used a significantly larger number of nouns than
did their counterparts.

Hawkins noted that use of nouns encourages

use of a variety of modifiers while use of pronouns does not.

Haw

kins* subjects were 263 five year old children who had been enrolled
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in British schools for three weeks.

Robinson and Creed (1968), ob

serving 12 matched pairs of 24 girls, six years of age, maintained
that an appropriate testing of the range of adjective and noun use
(including pronouns) would be sufficient to establish evidence of
elaborated or restricted code base.
Hypothesis 2 of the present study combines the findings of
significance of pronouns with Bernstein's suggestion that the self
reference pronouns will not be as frequent in groups showing restricted
codes to predict that there will be fewer uses of "I," "it" and "one,*’
as groups interact through time.
Dependent variable 3 examined the breadth of vocabulary used
by groups not accustomed to their assigned groups and then again af
ter some relational interaction.

The element of restricted coding

represented by this variable showed narrowing vocabulary choice as
non-verbal messages began to carry a greater proportion of communi
cated meaning.
A common measure of word variety, the Type Token Ratio, has
been applied to Bernstein's theory of elaborated and restricted
codes.

This measures the ratio of types (number of different words

in a passage) to tokens (total number of words in a passage).

Wil

liams (1970) state , "The more types that occur relative to tokens,
and thus the larger the magnitude of the ratio, the greater the diver
sity of vocabulary" (p. 259).

Johnson (1944) illustrated it thus:

"If in speaking 100 words (tokens) an individual uses 64 different
words (types) his TTR would be .64" (p. 3).

Tests establishing re

liability and validity of the measure were reported in findings by
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Chotlos (1944, 1952) and by Fairbanks (1944).
Brandis and Henderson (1973) obtained TTR's for each form
class of language across three tasks.

They applied factor analysis

using 22 cells of results from five different children each.
divided the total into three sub-groups.
classes revealed among other results that:

They

The analysis of the form
middle class children

(elaborated code users) used more token nouns, more type nouns, and
more type adjuectives than working class children (restricted code
users); girls used more token and more type adjectives than boys.
Poole (1973) did not find significant support for her hypo
thesis that Bernstein's elaborated code requires greater complexity
of process than restricted coding, but some of her methods and find
ings are applicable to the present study.

She gathered written com

munication samples from elaborated code users and written communica
tion samples from 40 designated restricted code users at University
of New England in Australia representing "Australian educated subjects
prior to university entrance and under 20 years of age" (p. 94).
There was nearly equal distribution of males and females in each
group.

The written communications were coded "along various dimen

sions of syntactic complexity, descriptive and adverbial elaboration,
verb complexity, and choice of personal pronouns, in line with Bern
stein's theory of restricted or elaborated coding" (p. 94).

Of the

19 variables she chose to factor analyze, 17 were obtained by using
TTR's.

Correlating the TTR's, creating Pearson Product Moment cor

relations for each pair, she submitted the calculations for factor
analysis.

She found six factors contributing to elaborated coding
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(accounting for over 80% of variance, and with loading of .30 or
more) (p. 11).

She found seven factors for restricted coding, ac

counting for a comparable amount of variance (p. 101).

First among

the factors for each group and accounting for over 50% of variance
in each code, was one she named "Syntax or Structure" (p. 102).

The

greatest divergence between the two groups appeared in a factor re
lated to "Dominance of Personal Reference" (p. 106), where elaborated
code usage counted for a higher percentage than restricted code usage.
Kline and Hullinger (1973) using six small groups as sub
jects found that both Cloze and TTR's agreed in support for a hypo
thesis that statements from groups which reach consensus will be less
redundant than from groups which do not reach consensus.

Neither

form of testing supported their second hypothesis that statements
from groups reaching consensus will show less self orientation than
statements from groups failing to reach consensus.
Hypothesis 3 of the present study has predicted lessening
of lexical diversity as the groups interact over time.
Hypothesis 4 of the present study predicted the tendency of
groups to become more informal in interaction through time as a group
characteristic of restricted coding, as shown by fewer complete and
organized grammatical structures.
Research on formality of structure or sequencing of words
and phrases suggested relationship to verbal characteristics of Bern
stein's theory of codes.

Ervin-Tripp (1969), basing her statements

on extensive sociolinguistic research in various cultures, has stated
that, "Once a verbal selection has been made in a social situation
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later occurences either in the same utterance, conversation, or even
between members of the same dyad, may be predictable" (p. 231).

She

also called attention to Labov*s studies in New York City in which
he demonstrated that any change from formal to informal language in
volves changes in lexicon and in syntax (p. 237).

She further noted

that semantic compression is also present in a situation of casual
speech among intimates.

Davis (1973) indicated that "intense posi

tive relationships" which could be personal or group oriented show
group orientation through Bernstein's "we," intimate compression of
speech, and local cultural identity (pp. 61-63).
Hypothesis 4 of the present study has predicted the lessen
ing of complete grammatical structures as communication within the
group has sh wn development through time.
Thus research findings related to Bernstein's theory of lin
guistic codes seemed to support the restricted coding characteristics
of group interaction as defined by Bernstein and as operationalized
for the present study.

Relational Development in Small Group Communication

Small groups might be expected to develop a restricted code
because of such factors as increasing intimacy and cohesiveness as
groups interact through time.

Bernstein (1973) suggested the sig

nificance of such interrelationships:

In a fundamental sense, a restricted code is the
basic code. It is the code which shapes and changes
the very nature of subjective experience, initially
in the family and in our close personal relation-
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ships (p. 234).

The presence of group language after the group has developed
has been acknowledged by linguists, sociolinguists, and sociologists.
Sapir (1949) identified group language as "a subform of the language
which is current among a group of people who are held together by
ties of common interest" (p. 53).

Among such groups he included

college undergraduates and small groups of friends.

More specifically,

he added:

Each of these tends to develop peculiarities of
speech which have the symbolic function of some
how distinguishing the group from the larger
group. . . .
The complete absence of linguis
tic indices of such small groups is obscurely felt
as a defect^or sign of emotional poverty (p. 53).

Bossard (1945) reported, that families develop individual
istic characteristics of grammar and of language structure.

Hymes

(1972) pointed out that situational idioms may be indicators of sub
cultures operating within a single language frame.

Ervin-Tripp (1969)

observed, "It is a common feature of interaction between two persons
that if the parameters of speech are different, they become more
similar during interaction" (p. 125).
Bernstein (1971) saw Durkheim's concepts of mechanical and
of organic solidarily as applicable to restricted coding and to ela
borated coding respectively.

He identified the factors of each:

In his [Durkheim’sJ study of different forms of
social integration he pointed to the implicit,
condensed, symbolic structure of mechanical sol
idarity and the more explicit and differentiated
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symbolic structures of organic solidarity (p. 171).

Thus, the literature seemed to agree that groups of long
standing do exhibit internally practiced language habits.

The lit

erature has further suggested that the group language involved both
verbal and non-verbal elements.

Bernstein (1972) has acknowledged

the significance of non-verbal communication in groups as related to
restricted codes by stating that the interpersonal aspects of the
group relationship "will be regulated by the encoding and decoding
of messages passing through extra-verbal channels’* (p. 476).
Fisher (1974) grouping the interpersonal aspects of group
communication within the scope of "socio-emotional climate" stated,
"The most common perspective used to discuss the socioemotional cli
mate of a group is cohesiveness" (p. 45).

He presented three approaches

to discovering the presence of cohesiveness in small groups.

Sum

marized they were: viewing "extent of members® liking for each other,"
extent of satisfaction with group experience, extent of membership
commitment and exhibited loyalty to the group (p. 68).

Much of the

empirical literature reported the results of these factors of cohesive
ness in groups.
Lott and Lott (1961) found significant correlation between
willingness

to communicate verbally and liking among college friend

groupings and within zero history groups.

Bovard (1956) found that

when communicative action was encouraged during the last few weeks
of college among members of one of three college graduating honors
classes that the one experimental group developed strong liking feel
ings which persisted beyond graduation while the two control groups
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failed to exhibit group orientations. Newcomb (1953) listed, among
the outcomes of group communicative processes, attraction among mem
bers.
Member satisfaction with group membership has been found in
studies relating to reward-cost factors of group membership.
(1949) in an extended series of studies

determined

Deutsch

the effects of

competitive groups and cooperative groups in which rewards were based
on individual effort or on common rewards.

He found support for his

predictions that there were fewer communication difficulties between
cooperating than between competing group members and that cooperating
groups showed more closeness.

Grossack (1954) used Deutsch's tech

nique of group or individual-within-group awards.

He found that

groups with a common reward showed more cohesive behavior as measured
through content analysis of written messages for group words which
included pronouns other than self reference ones.

The indirect ap

plication of pronoun usage, significant to actual verbal appearance
during group processes in research on Bernstein's theory of codes,
suggested a strong potential correlation of group outcomes and language.
Overt behavior as a test of the presence of cohesiveness in
groups showed relationships to the subjective measures just discussed
revealing cohesive intentions or feelings.

Festinger (1950) found

that the greater the attractiveness to the group of its members, the
greater the influence toward conformity of attitude and behavior.
Festinger, Schachter, and Back (1950) found that people living close
to each other in university housing units where opportunity for com
munication was great, acted in group conformity.

Back (1951) found
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that influence toward conformity was greater in more cohesive than
in less cohesive dyads.

The dyads were prearranged to fit the qual

ification of liking as being already present as a measure of cohesion.
Thus studies of groups reporting results of group interaction
have established that groups exhibiting cohesion were likely to show
increased personal liking among members, member satisfaction with
group efforts, and overt behavior consistent with commitment to the
group.

They suggested a socioemotional climate consistent with

restrictive coding.
A growing reservoir of small group research was concerned with
examining process or relational development instead of group outcomes.
Most of the factors involved were the same as those in examining re
sults but the perspective of process emphasis gave a different thrust
in the research.

Schutz (1955) created the Fundamental Interpersonal

Orientation Scale (FIRO-B), a self report measure revealing personal
needs for inclusion, affection, and control.

Through mixtures of

group members exhibiting various strengths of need on the scale, pre
dictability of group development has been enhanced.

A recent use of

FIRO-B scaling (D'Augelli, 1973) to 24 college student groups of six
members each showed that those who rated highest in interpersonal
skills on the scale also were rated as most cohesive by peers.

These

emphasized factors in development of cohesion.
Altman and Taylor (1973) discussed both personal and situation
al factors as determinants of both depth and breadth of interpersonal
relationships referred to as the social penetration process.

They

found that a dominant personal factor in a relationship was balancing
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of the perceived reward-cost elements.

The situational factors

affecting group relational development were ’'formality, confine
ment, and interdependence” (p. 164).

Miller and Steinberg (1975)

implied the penetration process but used the terms "non-interper
sonal” and "interpersonal” (p. 26)

as related essentially to the

depth of relationahip but by extension could have encompassed the
breadth also.
Theodorson.(1953) found evidence of growth in group solid
arity in eight groups over a 15 week period.

Cushman and Whiting

(1973) found that as the group grew in solidarity, personal defin
itions or symbolic meanings gave way before the "identity of the
group. . . and facilitate communication within it" (p. 221),

Festin

ger and Thibaut (1951) found support for the hypothesis that pressure
toward uniformity increases both pressure to communicate and readiness
to change.

Newcomb (1953) found that a "strain toward symmetry,"

a desire to have some identity with other group members, developed
in cohesive groups.
Loomis (1959) controlled verbal communication in using the
Prisoner's Dilemma Game with 198 college students.

Those who com

municated most, developed a liking climate leading to perceived trust.
Heinecke and Bales (1953) found that members of initially leaderless
groups over a series of four meetings gradually spent a great pro
portion of time in positive socioemotional behavior than on task dir
ected behavior as the series progressed.

Dunphy (1962) related dev

elopment of groups and communication when he said of a group of Har
vard experiments that, as the groups met over time, "There is a sense
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of identity as members develop a set of symbols for communication and
a set of norms” (in Hare, p. 288).
Thus, small group communication research emphasizing devel
opmental patterns showed group movement in the direction of closer
interpersonal ties, which in turn suggested the likelihood of a cli
mate conducive also to the development of restricted code elements.
Small group literature showing relational development of
small groups whether viewed from the perspective of reporting find
ing of the presence of a group language, presence of cohesiveness as
a developed factor of group relationship, or factors which can be
predicted to affect development of group relationships seemed to
suggest very close connection to Bernstein’s (1971) contention that
a sense of group or collective identity was fundamental to commun
ication with a restricted code.

No such presumption was necessary

for the elaborated code.
In summary, Chapter II has reviewed the literature related
to Bernstein’s theory of elaborated and restricted codes and also
the relational development of small group communication.

The lit

erature surveyed regarding Bernstein's theory reviewed specificallys
evidence separating codes from social class ties; establishment of
verbal characteristics from a variety of research studies; con
nection of restricted coding characteristics and the hypotheses of
the present study.

The literature reviewing relational small group

communication showed the presence of group language, factors of co
hesiveness as already developed or as observed in the process of group

communication.

CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Chapter III will have three main divisions:
and methods of grouping; (2)

(1)

subjects

materials which were used; and (3)

pro

cedures, including sequence of data collection, criteria for data
interpretation, scoring of collected data, statistical analysis of
data.

Subjects
-*=r

The subjects chosen for this study were students registered
in three sections of InCo 110, "Introduction to Communication Rela
tionships," spring quarter, 1976, at the University of Montana.

Dur

ing the second full week of classes of the spring quarter, 1976, the
90 students then enrolled in InCo 110 were randomly assigned, separ
ately within each class section, to 17 groups of five or six students
per group.

Intelligible tape recordings were obtained from 12 groups,

representing 64 subjects which composed the groups used in the present
study.

Materials

Each group was assigned a cassette recorder with microphone
and with cassette in place for use during two separate recording ses
sions.
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Procedures

Sequence of Data Collection
Each group recorded approximately 30 minutes of group in
teraction on separate cassette recordings during two different class
meetings.

The second recordings were made approximately two weeks

after the first.

The topic for the taped discussion was a continuing

one, namely to plan a class presentation which would actually be car
ried out during the quarter at a later assigned time.

The assigned

topic allowed group development from zero history through a two-week
time period.

Bales and Strodtbeck (1951) termed such an assignment

a "full-fledged problem."
istics.

A full-fledged problem had three character

It required a zero history for each participating small group.

This meant that group members started with a need for orientation to
each other under conditions of the new interaction relationship.

The

full-fledged problem required, secondly, that there be no open and
shut solution.

Thus the small group was required to find its own

solution from alternatives generated within the small group inter
actions, which, in turn, increased interdependence on small group
members.

The third characteristic of a full-fledged problem required

built-in pressures for group decision, which was true of these groups
because of the short planning time before presentation of the joint
effort for the class.
After receiving an expression of personal thanks from the
experimenter for their voluntary participation in the study, all sub
jects received the following pre-taped instructions*
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Your discussions for this series of small
group meetings will be centered around plan
ning a presentation for the entire class on
some subject of your own choice as a major
activity for the quarter. The presentation
shoul£ take approximately 50 minutes of class
time. The presentations will begin shortly
after mid-term, according to your professor's
time schedule.
Begin taping each discussion as soon as
everyone is seated within comfortable speak
ing range of each other and of the recorder..
Make sure the recording lock is on and that
the microphone switch is on. Test it if you
wish. At the close of the discussion, turn
off the recorder without rewinding the cas
sette and return the tape to the research
person or instructor in front of the class.
In case of necessity for recording outside
of scheduled class time, return the tape to
Alt's mailbox in the InCo office, LA 347.
The first taping session will begin immed
iately after you are assigned to groups.

Data Coding
After taping sessions were completed, typescripts of the
first six minutes of the first tape for each group and of the last six
minutes of the second tape were made for each small group's inter
action.

Two coders, English majors at Mary College, Bismarck, North

Dakota, tabulated the data from the transcripts.

The items they

tabulated were quantifications of the four dependent variables of the
present studys

function tags, presence of personal pronouns, word

diversity from which Type Token Ratios (TTR's) could be computed, and
complete or incomplete grammatical acts.

Where class instructors had indicated an extension of class presen
tation time, subjects were directed to plan for class presentation
time rather than the 50 minutes as directed by the pre-recorded tape.
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General Criteria for Data Interpretation
Criteria for quantifying the data to show the predicted
emergence of elements of restricted coding came from Bernstein's
(1966a) theory of elaborated and restricted as applied to groups.
After stating that a pure form of either elaborated or restricted code
is probably impossible to find, Bernstein illustrated representative
speech variants of the codes.

He divided variants of restricted codes

into those with predictive forms through structure analysis or through
lexical analysis, concluding that all variants did share "general soc
ial characteristics."

Lexical variants were not sufficient to deter

mine restricted codes in operation but may be measures of the strength
of the relationship. Bernstein (1966a) further explained*

What is said is impersonal in the sense that, the
verbal component comes prepacked. . . . Further,
this lexical variant of a restricted code affords
the possibility of deferred commitment to the rela
tion.
Whether the relation will shift from one
of status to an impersonal form regulated by speech
will depend upon the decoding of extraverbal mes
sages (pp. 432-33).

The essentially structural variants were more predictable.

They were

frequently evidenced in social situations.

In one sentence, the extent to which the intent of
the other person mayvbe taken for granted, the more
likely that the structure of the speech will be
simplified and the vocabulary drawn from a narrow
range (p. 434).

To lessen emphasis on individual lexical choice, and thus
by extension, to promote recording of group

language, the type
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scripts indicated changes of speaker by line arrangements only, sim
ilar to playscripting, but no individuals among the five or six in
o

each group were indicated by name or sequence of speech.

Structural

and lexical elements were both included in the analysis done for the
present study.

Specific Criteria for Data Interpretation
The criteria for recognizing the presence of elements of
restricted coding have been operationalized for use in interpreting
the collected data for the present study.

(For specific instructions

to each coder, please see Appendix A.)
Since each group produced a different quantity of verbal
output from every other group during the same time frame of approx
imately 30 minutes of each taping session, the basis for comparison
among groups was determined as the first 100 "acts" of the first tape
for each group and the last 100 ’’acts" of the second tape.

An "act"

was defined, for purposes of the present study, as a single statement,
a phrase, a single word, any of which may have been punctuated as a
grammatical unit from the recorded group interactions.

A complete

utterance of a single speaker may have been composed of one or more
"acts."

The exception was for the data used to determine the Type

Token Ratios (TTR's), a proportional number of types (different words
in a sequence) to tokens (total words in the same sequence).

To as

sure an equal basis for comparison among groups for measuring word
diversity, equal numbers of words formed the comparison base.

The

first 300 words of the first taped session and the last 300 words of
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the second taped session for each group were counted to form compara
tive TTR's.

Each typescript was scored according to understanding

of general criteria, understanding of specific criteria, and applica
tion of specific coding directions which appear as Appendix A of the
present study.
Quantifying the dependent variable under Hypothesis 1, which
predicted that more function tags would appear in the last 100 acts
of the second tape for each group, required recognition of and count
ing of such phrases.

Function tags in the typescript were recogniz

able as an additional phrase requesting individual reinforcement of
a speaker's expressed thought.

An example of typescript from Group 4

(last 100 acts) showed two function tags.

W e 8ll see who communicates first.
We aren't looking to see how they communicate otherwise.
We're just looking for the space relationship, okay?
If we're done, we're done, right?
Uh huh, right.

The two function tags, underlined here for purposes of
reader identification are "okay" for which there was no verbal re
sponse, and "right?” which does receive a verbal reinforcement.
Quantifying the dependent variable under Hypothesis 2 re
quired the coders to count pronouns.

The hypothesis predicted a sig

nificant lessening of the use of the pronouns, "I," "it," and "one"
as the group relational development occurred through time.

This re

quired tally counts of personal pronouns divided into two groups;
those which counted all except "I," "it," and "one" and the group
which counted only those three.

To facilitate counting, the coders
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marked their scripts to identify each personal pronoun in the script
by group.

An example of a typescript marked for counting pronouns was

duplicated from Group 12.
square

Coders encased a personal pronoun in a

if it belonged to the group other than "I,” "it," and "one."

Heavy underlining showed pronouns of only that group.

I think the musical idea would be kinda good.
But how do jyouj pull the class together? So
fwe] could almost-just-play something and have
people, make people say what Ithey] thought about
it— •various kinds of discussion.
Yeah.
That means writing down. Then It would just be
so easy—
Would jyouj like that?
That's the most.

The marking technique proved valuable when coders were asked to recheck
counts to verify the total numbers they had recorded.
Quantifying the dependent variable under Hypothesis 3,
which predicted a significant lessening of word diversity would ap
pear in the last 300 words of the second taped discussion, required
a word-by-word count of each different word (type) in proportion to
total words (tokens).

Percentages of types in relation to tokens

from the first 300 words of the typescript of the first meeting of
each group and percentages of types in relation to tokens for the
final 300 words of the typescript of the second tape of each group are
quantification for comparison of word diversity usage of the groups
through time.

The example to illustate the method came from Type

script 2.

Well, you wouldn't be able to follow Chapter 8
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exactly though, but we could use it as a basis
for our idea.
Right.
Like resolving conflict. Course, conflict isn't
all bad. You've gotta have some conflict.

The tokens which are the total words in the example as counted for
purpose of the present study equal 36.

The types equal 32.

"You"

was repeated once, "conflict" was repeated twice, and "be" and "is"
were forms of the same verb.

The Type Token Ratio (TTR) for the ex

ample was derived by dividing 32 by 36, which equals 89%.
Quantifying the dependent variable under Hypothesis 4, which
predicted there would be significantly fewer grammatically complete
acts in the last 100 acts as compared with grammatically complete acts
in the first 100 acts as recorded in the group transcripts, required
recognizing and counting the appearances of each.

Typescript punc

tuation offered some elements of control as they recorded interrup
tions

or

vocallyincomplete ideas even if

be grammatically complete.

sometimes they

appeared to

Use of one or two dashes was the most

frequent punctuation mark used for that purpose.

Capitalization of

a beginning word of a succeeding line or double slash marks indicated
a different speaker had begun to contribute to the verbal interaction.
An example to illustrate complete and incomplete acts came from Type
script 1.

All it is is observation—
You're observing everybody in an entirely
different manner.
We can observe—
And then we can come back and observe—
I'm not too thrilled about—
The easiest way is to have a speaker.
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That sounds like a copout to me.

The second and the last statements were recorded as complete acts.
All others from this sample were recorded as incomplete.

The acts

were precounted for the coders and identified, for coders® convenience
only, into blocks of 10 or 20 marked on the script.

Preliminary Coder Reliability

Coders were trained to code the data with a goal toward max
imum agreement between the two coders.

Coder reliability was de

fined as a correlation of at least .70 for the present study.

Cor

relation was computed by using the Pearson Product Moment coefficient
of correlation formula, for code results tabulated by each coder for
each variable to be quantified.

Immediately after the training ses

sion, using a simple set of directions (see Appendix A), each coder
independently coded three sets of 100 act sequences selected at ran
dom from typescripts and tabulated the data.

For the TTR*s each

counted 100 word sequences from the same typescripts.

The correla

tion coefficient for function tags seeking agreement was 1.00, for
pronoun groups .99, for Type Token Ratios 1.00 and for complete and
incomplete acts .99.

The coders were at this point given the material

to be coded for the present study.

Statistical Analysis

The Jt-test for correlated samples was applied to results of
quantification of the dependent variables to determine significance
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at the .05 level of probability.

This test was appropriate for use

In testing different sets of scores from the same samples as in the
present study.
In summary, this chapter has reviewed the subjects used, the
method of grouping them, and the procedures used in collecting,
recording, and analyzing the data.

The purpose for the methods and

procedures chosen for use in the present study was to determine if
there was a connection between language and small group development
through time, as demonstrated through emergence of restricted code
elements operationalized for measurement in small group research.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

This chapter contains two parts.

The first part presents

the results of the final reliability assessment of the material from
the two coders.

The second part presents the results of the hypothesis

tests.

Final Reliability Assessment

A check of final reliability of coded material was made to
measure results from two coders working independently.

Pearson Pro

duct Moment Correlations were computed between the scores given by
the two coders for the four dependent variables.

The correlation

coefficients are presented below in pairs for each dependent variable,
representing first and last scripts respectively.

For the first de

pendent variable, function tags seeking agreement, the coefficients
were r*» .92 and r =.83.

The correlation coefficients for the second

variable, that of pronoun counts for "I," ••it," and "one," showed the
widest range of r =.91 and r =.72.

The third variable, Type Token Ratio,

which demonstrated variety of word choice, showed the highest coeffic
ients of correlation for the coders, r =.98 and r =.99.

For identifying

the fourth variable, grammatically complete acts, the correlation coef
ficients were r = .82 and r = .89.

Although the final correlation co

efficients showed a greater range and a generally lower correlation,
all coefficients of correlation were above the minimum of r = .70 preAO
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determined as acceptable correlation for reliable results.

Hypothesis Test Results

To conduct the present study 12 groups of five or six stu
dents each were randomly formed within three sections of communication
relationship classes at the University of Montana.

Typescripts of

two separate discussions of each group during scheduled class sessions
were made.

The second recording was done two weeks after the first

recording.

The purpose of the present study was to determine whether

small group relational development would show a form of group language
development.

If the hypotheses were supported, relational small group

development through time would show developing elements of restricted
coding as defined by Basil Bernstein.
In order to test the hypotheses, the £-test for correlated
samples was used.

This test was appropriate for comparing results ob- -

tained from the same samples at different points in time.

Statis

tical results were evaluated at the .05 level of probability.
To test the null hypotheses, t-tests for correlated pairs
were computed for appearances of (1)
"I," "it,” and "one," and (3)

function tags, (2)

pronouns

grammatically complete acts.

Each of

the three named kinds of correlated pairs was taken from the coders*
counts as found originally in typescripts of the first 100 acts of
each group discussion and the last 100 acts of each groupdiscussion.
In addition, a t>test for correlated pairs was also applied to word
counts to find a ratio between new or different words and total words.
To keep the samples the same size, which would allow a basis for com
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parison between groups, the 300 word sequence beginning the first type
script for each group and the last 300 word sequence of the second
typescript for each group were chosen.
expressed in percent of 300.

The different word totals were

The relationship is called the Type

Token Ratio.
Table 1 shows a summary of the t-tests for each group.

The

table shows the adjusted means between coders which were used to com
pute the Jt-tests, and also shows the results of those tests.

Test

results show the relationship between the scores from the transcripts
of the first taped discussions and the scores from typescripts of the
second taped discussions whether applied to 100 acts or the fraction
of those sequences comprising the Type Token Ratios.

Table 1
T-test Results for the Four Dependent Variables Showing
Means to Indicate Changes in Group Language
Through Time

Dependent
Variable
Function tags
seeking agreement

Mean from the
First Discussion

.67

Mean from the
Second Discussion

1.542

t-test
Results

-.745

ns

Pronouns
"I," '*it," ‘’one"

42.04

43.46

-.0979

ns

Type Token Ratios

43.19

43.94

-.177

ns

Complete act acts

43.41

51.92

-.876

ns

p <.05 = 1.796
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Hypothesis 1 predicted that there would be a significantly
larger number of function tags seeking agreement in the last 100 acts
than in the first 100 acts of the group interactions.
was not supported as indicated by Table 1.

The hypothesis

Although there were more

than twice the number, but insufficient variation, of function tags
seeking agreement in the last 100 acts, this, difference failed to
reach statistical significance.
The second hypothesis predicted that there would be signif
icantly fewer uses of the pronouns, "I," "it,” and "one" in the last
100 acts than in the first 100 acts.
as shown in Table 1.

The hypothesis was not supported

Failure to reject the null hypothesis

indicated

that the self reference and the singular impersonal forms, "it" and
"one" did not change in both the first and last group discussions.
The null hypothesis was not rejected for Hypothesis 3 as
shown by Table 1.

That hypothesis had predicted that the Type Token

Ratio (TTR) from the last 300 word sequences of the 12 groups® second
tape recordings would show a significantly lower percentage of dif
ferent words (types to total words tokens) compared to the TTR for
the first 300 words of the first tape recordings for the 12 groups.
The relatively narrow range of word choice throughout both first and
last 300 word sequences did show some movement opposite from the pre
dicted direction.
The fourth hypothesis, which had predicted that there would
be fewer grammatically complete acts appearing in the last 100 acts
failed to receive support as shown in Table 1.

In fact, the results

show a reversal of direction from the predicted direction.
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In summary, the major question to which the present study was
addressed was whether small group relational development through time
showed also elements of a developing restricted code form of group
language.

The t^-test for correlated groups was applied to test four

factors attributed to restricted coding.
supported at the .05 level of probability.

None of the hypotheses were
A discussion of implica

tions of the results as well as suggestions for future research and
a general summary comprise Chapter V.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Chapter V will contain a discussion of the results and impli
cations of the results of the data, suggestions for future related
research, and will conclude with a summary of the present study.

Discussion

The basic purpose of the present study was to determine whether
there was a relationship between small group language development and
small group development through time, specifically demonstrated through
exhibiting emerging elements of restricted coding as defined by Bern
stein.

None of the hypotheses were supported by the data.

There are

five reasons which possibly explain why the data of the present study
did not yield significant results.
The first problem present in research on elaborated and re
stricted codes is that interpretations of the theory of codes have
not yet been thoroughly stabilized (e.g., Lawton, 1968).

Cazden

(1968) reported that when Bernstein was asked after a 1966 New York
speech whether the two codes as he had postulated them actually ex
isted, Bernstein had replied that sufficient evidence might not have
been published at that time.

Bernstein had added, however, that large

scale research on which he was about to embark would additionally
confirm or refute his theory of codes.

Reports of findings from data

collected in that research (Bernstein, 1973, 1975) have tended to
45
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confirm the existence of the two basic codes.

Eastman (1975) in

reviewing current sociolinguistic approaches to language used the
word "controversial" (p. 231) to describe the present state of the
Bernstein theory of codes.
A second problem present in research on the two codes has been
the necessary emphasis on the situational control over linguistic
choice (Bernstein, 1971, 1973} Brandis and Henderson, 1970) which has
made extensive predictability hazardous.

Bernstein has suggested

the necessity for empirical studies to elicit evidence of speech
choices in a variety of context.

Much of his research and that of his

professional associates has been at the micro-level of social inter
action with emphasis on individual performance.

That emphasis on

context dependency as requisite for understanding speech variants of
the codes has created problems for research methodology.

Random as

signment to groups was exercised in the present study as a method of
equalizing the codes used by the groups.

Cazden (1968) indicated this

may be an insufficient control when he wrote, "Objectively stand
ardized conditions, in experiments or in classrooms, may produce sub
jectively quite different stimuli for different groups of children"
(p. 602).

Although the reference was to children, it was applied to

activity within the frame of formal education which extended into
groups involved in the present study.

the

Future research with small

group interaction might profit by more attention to pre-analysis of
regulatory principles of code bases in individuals to help understand
subjective reactions expressed in verbal choices.

Such pre-analysis

might include family background, schools attended, degree planned.
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These steps would show the primary code orientation filtered through
the educational experiences of the individuals.
A third reason for lack of support for the hypotheses direct
ly related to the present study is that by the time of the second
tape recorded discussions, there were indications of a possible loss
of cohesion within some of the groups.

This could be reason enough

for the data to have remained within the range of chance results.
The subjects of the present study were also being used as subjects of
several other experiments during the same quarter.

The impact of

such use may have prevented further development of restricted coding
at that time, especially if some of the subjects felt undue pressure
at being under observation.

The presence of mechanical recording

material and the microphone could have served as a reminder of the
experimental conditions.
developments:

Precautions had been taken to mitigate such

the discussions were part of the regular curriculum

requirements of the course, the experimenter was not present in the
classroom, and times set for the discussions were at the convenience
of each instructor.

Also, if elements of a conflict phase of group

activity were in process, more explicit language choice reflected by
more careful structuring of sentence forms might have developed.
The fourth possible reason for failure of the data for the
present study to show significance is the possible appearance of ela
borated coding tendencies.

The appearance of more grammatically com

plete acts in the second tape recorded sessions invited further ex
ploration of this reason.

It was possible that the study revealed a

closer relationship to group phase development than was anticipated.
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To explain, group phase development as explained by Fisher (1974)
and by Bales and Strodtbeck (1951) goes through a conflict phase,
during which role differentiation frequently occurs.

If the second

discussions were carried on during that phase of group development,
the appearance of elaborated coding tendencies would be reasonable as
a part of the role differentiation process.

This would not have les

sened the possibility of a return to restricted code in stronger
measure as consensus was approached, but it might suggest that group
development was as yet incomplete.

All but two groups ended the sec

ond discussion with definite plans for a next meeting outside of
scheduled class time (Groups 7 and 10).
An alternative explanation is that as the groups approached the
time for class presentation, conversation turned to details of ex_ plaining their choice of solution to the non-group members of the
class which required more formal elements to dominate sentence struc
ture.

Some groups began to decide on written directions to be given

the whole class.

This required more careful attention to written

material which has been recognized as more formal in structure than
oral language among peers.

The more formal the expression of lan

guage, the more likely the emphasis will be moving toward elaborated
code use.
Of all the reasons, possibly the most significant was the pos
sibility that the zero history groups were already communicating in
restricted code form during the first discussion recorded for the
present study.

Retrospect showed that a true zero history may not

have existed since each of the three sections from which the subjects
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of the study were drawn had already met for six to eight hours of
scheduled class interaction.

They had met under conditions designed

to develop relational communication and designed to encourage social
penetration under the guidance of skilled instructors.

Informality,

which has been considered a basic requirement for restricted coding
growth, was apparent in the first name basis of students and profes
sors and was combined with sociable verbal and non-verbal rapport
present in class interaction when the subjects were being assigned to
groups.
Reference to the data showed that three of the four dependent
variables may have indicated restricted code behavior even during the
first discussions; sociocentric sequence, restricted code pronoun
usage, limited word diversity manifested by Type Token Ratios.

Each

_ will be discussed in turn.
Presence of sociocentric sequences has been one of the more
consistent indicators of the presence of restricted coding. The phen
omenon has been variously defined to include or exclude reinforcement
of a group member by statements or by question forms.

The present

study chose to define the term in the sense of function tags seeking
agreement which represented only the question form.

Turner and Pick-

vance (1971) pointed out that the question form definition has been
less associated with social class than the more inclusive definitions.
Counting

the question form with a larger group of 160 subjects, sig

nificance at the .05 level was attained by their experiment.

Robin

son and Rackstraw (1967) achieved significance of results using only
the statement form and not the question form.

Bernstein (1962) and
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Lawton (1964) had counted both forms in experiments to find signif
icance.

The statement form (e.g. "you know," "yes" or "yeah," "right")

o

were common examples.

This form appeared in the first discussions

several times in each of the 12 groups of the study.

Two examples

from typescripts of the first discussions of Groups 4 and 12 respec
tively will illustrate the statement form of the sociocentric se
quence.

Each line respesented a different speaker from the preceding

line.

I think it would be cold (referring to higher altitude
activity).
Right.
Yeah.
Right now.
But, if we want to do it outside—
You know, we might have a conflict—
Right.

And again:

Everybody thinks he is something when they hear music.
Uh huh.
Ummmm.
That'd be good.
Yeah.

Statement reinforcement possibly lessened the necessity to have
used the function tag seeking agreement in question form.

The data

has thus suggested that widening the scope of application of the term
"function tag" to include both statement and question forms which
respectively give and seek reinforcement may be more representative of
the presence of this phenomenon even in small samples.
The second dependent variable associated with restricted coding
apparently present at the time of formation of the zero history groups
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was pronoun usage.

Informal counts of the literal "we" forms (we,

us, our, ours) in direct comparison with the self reference' forms of
"I” (I, me, my, mine) showed an average of 15 more of the plural forms
than of the singular self reference forms by direct comparison from
scripts of the first group discussions.

The data results for the

present study showed little movement in either direction throughout
the discussions.

Suggestions for further research with group coding

processes come from the perhaps faulty assumption that elaborated
coding elements will have sufficient strength to be observable in peer
or in educational groups already basically oriented to each other,
even with random assignment.

Certainly the evidence does not deny

the presence of comparative pronoun use as a restricted code variable.
The third dependent variable which showed strong indications
of the presence of restricted code in the first discussions also was
the Type Token Ratio.

Although not an indicator by itself of the

presence of restricted coding, in conjunction with other indicators
such as the two just discussed, it showed measurement of lexical di
versity.

In all cases a restricted code has shown evidence of a some

what narrow use of word variety.

Groups 4, 9, and 11 within the 12

groups of the present study registered Type Token Ratios for the first
discussions of 35%, 36%, and 38% respectively.

This showed that in

those groups the entire vocabulary exchange among the five or six par
ticipants rested on 125-140 different words (types) in a 300 word
(token) sequence.

This was a somewhat narrow range when considered

from the perspective of the assumption that zero history should create
uncertainty among participants which would be evidenced in the careful
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choice of words to assure being understood.
cussion situation exceeded the 50% TTR.

No group in either dis

Probably the TTR should con

tinue to be a secondary and not a primary indicator of restricted
code presence.
Thus, three of the four dependent variables, excluding gram
matically complete acts, appear to have been present at the beginning
of the discussion.

Since these are characteristic of the presence of

restricted coding they allowed limited restrictive coding develop
ment as the group showed stages of further relational development.
A larger number of observations over a more extended length of time
than was allowable for the present study would offer the potential of
stabilizing results in a definite direction.
Problems in interpreting the basic codes and problems inher
ent insituational controls of similar research contexts has sug
gested two general reasons for lack of support for the four hypotheses
of the present study.

Three other reasons directly connected with the

present study were also possible causes of such failure.

Summary

To address the question of whether there existed a relation
ship between group language development and group relational develop
ment through time was the basic purpose of the present study.

Four

hypotheses derived from Basil Bernstein#s definition of restricted code
related to the dependent variables of the present study.
H^:

They were:

There will be significantly more "function tags" seeking

agreement in the last 100 acts of group interaction than in the first 100 acts.
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Hj*

There will be significantly fewer uses of the personal

pronoun "I*' and the impersonal pronouns "it** and "one" in the last
100 acts of the group interaction than in the first 100 acts.
Hg*

The Type Token Ratio will show significantly less lan

guage diversity in the last 300 words of the group interaction than
in the first 300 words.
H^s

There will be significantly fewer grammatically complete acts

in the last 100 acts of group interaction than in the first 100 acts.
A total of 64 college students were randomly assigned to 12
zero history groups of five to six members each.

Each group was tape

recorded during two 30-minute sessions of group interaction.

The

second taped session was two weeks after the first one, and both
were done during scheduled class time.
Coders pre-trained to criterion reliability worked independ
ently to record the data concerning usage of function tags, personal
pronouns, word variety, and grammatically complete acts.
None of the results were statistically significant in the dir
ection predicted by the hypotheses.
Future research involved with this subject area might make use
of some of the following suggested procedures to gain more nearly de
finitive results*

(1)

tape record earlier in the time framework,

preferably at the initial meeting of the class sections, (2)
more time between recordings to let group history develop, (3)

allow
use

more than two recordings to take advantage of the time factor and allow
better evidence on which to base decisions about the stages of group
development, (4)
taping sessions.

provide adequate space and privacy for groups during
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APPENDIX

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS TO CODERS OF TYPESCRIPTS

Please work directly from typescripts as provided.

Each

script is marked with a number plus "first" or "last" 100 acts.
Although individual participants were not identified by name, each
speaker change in the course of the discussion was shown by either of
two methods:
letter, or (2)

(1)

beginning a new line of typescript with a capital

two slash marks (//) indicating changes of speakers in

one word utterances.
tion tags, (2)

Coding is done by counting separately:

personal pronouns, (3)

(1)

func

complete and incomplete acts—

all for the first 100 acts and the last 100 acts for each of 12 groups.
In addition a word count of words in 300 word sequences for each of
12 groups was also made.
An "act" was defined, for purposes of the present study, as
a single statement, a phrase, a single word— any of these punctuated
as a grammatical unit.

A complete utterance of a single speaker may

be composed of one or more acts.
For convenience and for accuracy, sheets for recording re
sults are also provided.
the counted results.

The columns show major category divisions for

The rows show breaks at 10 act intervals within

each 100 acts.
The first two columns of the coding sheet show the number of
complete and of incomplete acts respectively.
A complete act contains at least one subject and finite
65
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verb.

The act may have •’and" or "but” as introductory words but does

not have otherwise introductory words.
(e.g. •'What if— what if it snows?").

It may have a false start
It should show a complete thought

expressed coherently.
An incomplete act lacks a subject or a finite verb or both.
The incomplete act may be a prepositional phrase (e.g. "Between now
and then").

It may be a single word (e.g. "Yeah," or "Uh huh").

It

may be an interrupted or an uninterrupted fragment (e.g. "And then
ve— " or "But, we don't— ").

It may be a dependent clause (e.g. ". . .

because we fell" or "Cause we didn't see the hazard").
Column 3 of the coding results sheet will identify the num
ber of function tags present within each recorded 100 acts.
tion tag is a reinforcement seeking phrase.

A func

It has been called at

various times a sympathetic circularity or socio-centric sequence.

It

is recognizable as a question phrase added to a comment just made by
a speaker.

It emphasizes requesting assent to the idea just expressed.

Assent may come from an individual or the group as a unit.

The assent

may be verbal or nonverbal, but the function tag is verbal (e.g. "That's
settled, okay?" or "right?").

The function tags, which are underlined

here, are not underlined in the typescript.
The fourth and fifth columns of the coding results sheet
will show tally counts of personal pronouns.

A tally count is recom

mended because several pronouns frequently appear within each act.
In Column 4 record a count of all personal pronouns except "I," "it,"
and "one,"
pronouns.

In Column 5 record a count of only forms of the three named
The forms of the pronouns for Column 4 ares

we, our, ours,
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us; you, your, yours; he, his, him, she, her, hers; they, their,
theirs, them.

The pronoun forms for Column 5 aret

i, my, me; it,

its; one, when it is used as a pronoun (e.g. ’’There's one”).

Avoid

"one color," etc.
To aid in coordinating word counts for the first 300 words
and for the last 300 words for each group, please observe the follow
ing considerations to make consistent counts.

Count all forms of

verbs, but count all but one form as duplicates of the verb (e.g.
"drive,” "driving," "drove"--all are forms of "drive;" "is,” "am,"
"are," "be," "was," "were'? and "been" are all forms of "be").
infinitives as two words.

Count

Pronoun-verb contractions should be listed

as the pronoun because, in most cases, the verb is a part of the main
verb (e.g. "They’ll," "you'll," "I've").

The exception is "let's"

which should be recorded as "let" and as "us."
Please work independently.
Thank you.

APPENDIX

Table of Raw Scores
(Data Representing the Average of Scores Obtained from Both Coders from First and Last 100 Acts)

Function Tags
Group No.

Pronouns
I, it, one

Type Token
Ratios

Grammatically
Complete Acts

First

Last

First

Last

First

Last

First

Last

1

1

1

36.5

47.0

47.16

42.16

49.5

57.0

2

1

0

40.0

36.0

49.50

48.50

49.0

53.5

3

0

2.5

59.0

50.5

44.0

46.83

48.5

55.0

4

2.5

5

37.0

40.5

38.83

37.16

38.0

51.0

5

0

1.5

36.0

31.0

40.66

42.16

45.0

44.5

6

0

0

64.5

36.0

43.66

44.66

33.0

46.5

7

1

1

40.0

49.5

46.33

45.33

33.5

45.5

1

34.0

67.5

41.66

46.33

41.5

59.0

8

•5

9

1

2

44.0

48.0

36.33

40.66

40.5

51.0

10

1

2

35.0

31.5

48.83

43.50

45.5

46.0

11

0

0

49.0

48.0

35,66

45.33

49.0

61.0

12

0

2.5

29.5

36

45.66

44.66

48.0

53.0

Totals

8

18.5

504.5

518.28

527.28

521.0

623.0

43.19

43.94

43.42

51.92

4.63

3.06

6.04

5.51

521.5

X

.67

1.542

42.04

43.46

CT*

.754

1.421

10.542

10.163

1 Type Token Ratios come from first and last 300 words

